Desk-mounted and
free-standing screens

For those who require
privacy without being
isolated.
Those who work on big visions need space to realise them. In the twinkling
of an eye, Sedus screens can organise even expansive office spaces into
partitioned, separated work areas. The result: visual and acoustic screening
for the perfect, individualised working ambience.
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Simple screen.

Linear screen.

Angled screen.

Threefold room configuration.

Fourfold room configuration.

Adaptable
yet entirely
self-contained.
Sedus screens are solid in design, sturdy
in construction and flexible in function.
The individual elements can be configured
at any angle thanks to their smart, userfriendly linking system. Whether they
are used as free-standing room dividers,
angled partitions or in complex, multiple
space configurations, the screens instantly
create a positive working atmosphere. And
the elements can be rearranged quickly
and easily whenever needed.

Practical trays. More storage options for stationery, desk paraphernalia or notes.

Wishbone monitor. With a
one-piece articulated arm.

Giselle monitor. With a twopiece articulated arm and gas
lift support mechanism.

Adapter. Facilitates the
flexible assembly of
desk-mounted screens.

Filling. The special acoustic
filling offers optimal sound
absorption.

Desk-mounted screen.
With two-part filling and
slim organisation section.

Desk-mounted screen.
With two-part filling and wide
organisation section.

Desk-mounted screen.
Made from plexiglass.

Desk-mounted screen.
Height can be adjusted
behind the desk.

Level adjusting screw.
Corrects any unevenness.

Castors. Make Sedus screens
even more mobile.

Stabilising feet for screens. The sturdy feet are available in a
range of designs.

By means of special
adapters, monitor
brackets and a choice
of screen models, the
screens can be adapted
to the individual
requirements of any
workstation.
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Frames and mounts

Glass filling

233 matt aluminium

123 clear acrylic glass

Fabric Panel

Fabric Atlantic

47F red

47J orange

47C blue

47M light blue

A311 black with flowers

47R beige

47H medium grey

47N light grey

47S light green

A312 white with flowers

Screen elements

3 binder height, height 1148 mm

4 binder height, height 1498 mm

Width: 600, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600 mm
One-part or two-part fillings (with a slim organisation section)

3-4 binder height
diagonal element
Width 800, 1200 mm

Desk-mounted screens

Screens to be placed behind the desk

Height 350 mm

Height 500 mm

Height 800/1000 mm, height-adjustable

Width: 600, 800, 1000, 1066, 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800, 2000 mm
One-part or two-part (from 500 mm) fillings with a slim or wide organisation section

Accessories

Notelet box 90 x 90 mm

A4 long storage tray

A4 wide storage tray

CD rack

Cup holder

Flower vase

Wide pen tray

Pen box
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